
Car, Caravan & Boat 
shading alternative
The real Advantage of installing the Cantaport
shading system for your Car, Boat and Caravan  
is the flexibility of only having two main posts & 
Having three sides open, Cantilevering shade. 
Maneuvering a Boat, Car or  
Caravan under the cantaport  
makes the task much easier.
The location of the two posts, 
also allows enough clearance 
for the car doors to open . 
The polycarbonate roof 
sheets reduce the heat by 
83% and blockout the UV 
rays by 99% . Resulting in a 
protected and cooler vehicle.

MADE IN JAPAN
Architectural shading designs

www.cantaport.com.au

Cantilevering Shading designs
for your courtyard living areas
Enjoy outdoor living...
Cantaport shading systems can be adapted to various locations 
and applications around the home. Ideal Option for Courtyard & 
Patios, Portico, Awnings with the added Advantage of Cantilevering 
with just two posts and three sides open. Cantaport becomes an 
elegant Architectural feature in any setting.

POLYCARBONATE ROOF SHEETING
Cantaport roof sheeting has been manufactured to Eliminate 99% 
UV rays and REDUCE HEAT by 83%. The main focus on providing 
the cool outdoor comfort from the heat & sun while still allowing 
light to filter through the roof sheeting. The polycarbonate roof 
sheeting also has a high fire resistance tolerance and is 250 times 
stronger then glass.

 PJF SERIES

 PJR SERIES

ANODIZIED 
FINISH

Cantilevering Shading solutions for
your outdoor living by cantaport
Looking for something different ? That is part of our standard design ethics.  
Cantaport will transform your thoughts and ideas into visual works of outdoor  
Living. Our unique shading structures have changed the way people live, work  
and relax in their outdoor environment.

Cantaport provides the next generation in modern shading systems, Material Finishes, Roof 
Sheeting and Maintenance Free products. Cantaport products have been engineered to 
sustain the harsh weather & sun elements without compromising your outdoor environment.

www.cantaport.com.au  -  1800178622  -  Info@cantaport.com.au

www.cantaport.com.au 
1800178622
info@cantaport.com.au

Outdoor living shading options 
Modern Car, Caravan & Boat Covers
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Uncompromising Shade...
Cantaport cantilevering shading systems are one of the most 
advanced pool shading systems on the market. The cantaport 
series is designed and engineered to modular sizes that can be 
adapted to shade most pool shapes and size requirements. 
Structural anodised aluminum frame is engineered to withhold up 
to 147km winds, resistant to salt and chlorine water 
conditions and maintenance free. 

The polycarbonate roof sheeting reduces the heat by 83% and 
blocks out 99% UV rays. The polycarbonate sheeting is 250 times 
stronger then glass and is hail resistant.

Enjoy a comfortable swimming experience without the sun’s 
reflection and glare from the water surface. Architecturally refined 
providing modern pool shading without the expensive price tag.

Outdoor Kitchens & BBQ’s
Cantaport cantilevering roof cover will enhance any outdoor kitchen and BBQ area. Cantilevering option 
allows for the Cooking Area to be free of Extra posts, Ventilation Circulating throughout the Freestanding 
Cantilevering Structure and Weatherproof. Cantaport offers an open functional out door space. Built-in 
gutters and rainwater down pipes ensure an efficient fuss-free-structure. The polycarbonate roofing 
shields 99% of damaging UV rays from your outdoor
cooking appliances . Reduces the heat by 83% to improve your comfort levels &  
allows filtered light to illuminate under the cantaport roof. Architecturally designed 
structure featuring anodised aluminum frame, ensures a corrosion free, Termite   
free Long Lasting Shading Choice. Cantaport Offers an Affordable Alternative.

Cantaport delivers a New and Unique Generation of Carports, Patio 
solutions, Awnings and shading systems. Designed and manufactured 
in Japan and assembled in Australia. Cantaport uses state-of-the-art 
technology to the highest standards of design and engineered to 
Australian & International standards.

Pool and Spa 
shading options

Outdoor Kitchen and 
BBQ shading designs
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Cantilevering Shading solutions for
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